UNEARTH

— Brotherwise Games, LLC —

Welcome to Unearth
Long ago, your civilization was an empire of
wonder that spanned the world — a jewel of
invention and wisdom that all looked to.
Then something happened, and all was ruined.
Now you and your small tribe are trying to
reclaim what was lost, to rebuild what was
broken, and to remember where you came from.

Each Turn You’ll
roll One die
Your five dice represent your tribe
of Delvers. Every turn you’ll choose one die to roll on a
specific Ruin. Your Delver cards can be played before
this roll to enhance your efforts.

Learn “Turn Order” on page 4.

REClaim Lost Ruins
Claimed Ruins cards bring your tribe
points, and high rolls help you claim
Ruins. Select your Ruins wisely. The more
Ruins you have of the same color, the
more points you’ll receive!
Learn “How to Resolve Claims” on page 5.

Collect Stones to
Build Wonders
Roll a 1, 2, or 3 with any die, and you get to take a
Stone from the Ruin. Create a ring of 6 Stones to
build a Wonder. Some Wonders give you points,
while others offer special abilities.

Learn “How to Build Wonders” on page 7.

Ruins and Wonders will
win you the GAme
When the End of Age card apears, time
is running out. When all Ruins have been
claimed, total your points from Wonders
and sets of Ruins. The most points wins!

Learn “How to Win the Game” on
page 9.

Use your Delvers well. Compete for the Ruins
that will give you the most points. Build the
Wonders that will give your tribe the advantage.
Return your people to their former glory.

Reclaim. Rebuild. Remember.

•

Game Components

Four sets of five dice in the four
player colors (each set has 3 sixsided dice, 1 four-sided die and 1
eight-sided die).

•

Ruins Deck of 25 tarot-sized cards

•

End of Age Deck of 5 tarot-sized
cards

•
•

Delver Deck of 38 mini-sized
cards
Named Wonders (15 hexes with
matching cards)

Ruins Deck

End of Age Deck

•

Lesser Wonders tokens (10 hexes
and one matching card)

•

Greater Wonders tokens (6 hexes
and one matching card)

•

Hexagonal Stone tokens (60
hexes; 15 of each color)

•

Cloth bag for storage of Stone
Tokens

•

4 Player Reference Cards with
turn order and scoring summary

Delver Deck

Wonders Deck

Object of the Game
You (and your tribe of Delvers) are competing with the other players
to claim the most Ruins and gather the most Stones, which are used to
build Wonders.
There are multiple paths to victory in Unearth. Ruins are claimed by
whoever has the highest die on that Ruin, so rolling high can pay
off. On the other hand, Stones (used to build Wonders) may only
be claimed by rolling low. Both Ruins and Wonders confer points at
game’s end, so craft your strategy carefully.
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Setting up the Game
1. Place all of the Stones tiles in the cloth bag.
2. Shuffle the Delver Deck. Deal each player two Delver Cards.
3. Shuffle the Ruins Deck and deal one Ruins card facedown to each
player. (You may look at your own card, but keep it hidden from the
other players until the end of the game.)
4. Remove the top five cards from the Ruins Deck and place them
back into the game box without looking at them.
5. Shuffle the End of Age Deck, randomly choose one End of Age
card, and place it on the bottom of the Ruins Deck. Put the rest of
the End of Age Cards back in the box without looking at them.
6. Reveal five Ruins cards and them face up onto the center of the
table.
7. Randomly draw Stones from the bag and place a number of them
on each Ruin as indicated by the hex-shaped icon in the bottom
right corner of each Ruin.
8. Shuffle the Named Wonders deck and draw Wonder cards equal to
the number of players plus 2. Arrange them on the table and place
their corresponding tokens on top of each. Put the unused Named
Wonder cards and tokens back in the box.
9. Shuffle the Lesser Wonder and Greater Wonder tokens and stack
them face down on top of their corresponding cards.
10. Each player takes a set of dice of one color.
11. Roll to see who goes first. After the first player has taken their turn,
play proceeds in clockwise order.
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Set up for a 4-Player Game
6 Named Wonders cards
drawn, with their tokens
placed on them.

5 Ruins cards dealt
out. Stones have
been placed on each.

All Stones have
been placed in
the bag and the
bag placed near
the play area.

The Greater and Lesser Wonders
tokens have been shuffled and
placed on their respective cards
text-side down.

The Delver Decks
and Ruins Decks
have been shuffled
and placed on the
game board.

Setting up a 2-Player Game
The standard set up described on page 2 is for a 3-4 player game.
For a 2-player game, set up the game as detailed on page 2, but
after dealing each player a facedown Ruins Card, remove 10 Ruins
Cards from the deck (instead of just 5) and reveal only 4 Ruins Cards
onto the center of the table at a time (instead of 5).
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Turn Order
Each Player’s turn is composed of two Phases; the first is optional.
1. Delver Phase: You may play any number of Delver Cards from your
hand. Delver cards are resolved immediately in the order they are
played, and then discarded. Some Delver cards result in rerolls of
dice already in play.
2. Excavation Phase: You must roll one of the dice from your pool
and place it on a Ruins Cards in the center of the table. This is your
Excavation Roll. You must declare which die you will roll and which
specific Ruin you will roll on before you roll the die. After your
Excavation Roll, play passes to the person to your left.

Events During Your Turn
•

After any die has been rolled or rerolled, or a card has been played,
check to see if any Claims have been resolved (see Resolving
Claims to Ruins; Pg. 5).

•

When you roll a 1, 2, or 3 during either phase, immediately take
a Stone of your choice from the Ruin you rolled on and add it to
your tableau. If there are no Stones on the Ruin, you must draw a
random Stone from the cloth bag and add it to your tableau (see
Building Wonders; Pg. 7).

•

Delver cards and Named Wonder effects may never lower a die
result lower than 1, nor may they raise the result higher than the
highest value of that die.

•

Only you may play cards during your Delver Phase and cards may
not be played by anyone during the Excavation Phase.

•

Rerolled dice remain on the Ruin they were previously placed on.

•

The owner of a rerolled die always performs the reroll, even if
forced to do that reroll by another player.
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Resolving Claims to Ruins
Whenever a die is rolled, rerolled, or a card is played, check to see if
the total of all the dice on any Ruins Card is greater than or equal to
the claim value of the Ruin. If it is, the Ruin is claimed by the player
with the highest individual die result. That player then adds the claimed
Ruin, face up, to their collection.
The player(s) that did not claim the Ruin draw cards from the Delver
Deck equal to the number of dice they had on that Ruin. Reshuffle the
discard pile to make a new Delver Deck if the draw pile is empty.
Once the Ruin is claimed, return all dice to their owners and return
all Stones remaining on the Ruin to the cloth bag. Then flip up a new
card from the Ruins Deck and place it in the space vacated by the just
claimed card. Place Stones on the new Ruin, as indicated by the value
in the bottom right hexagon on the Ruin.
The Claim value of
the Ruin. When the
total of all dice on the
Ruin equals or exceeds
this value, the owner
of the die showing the
highest value claims
the Ruin.

There are five of
each type of Ruin,
distinguished by
their art and icon
colors.

In the example
here, Red wins the
Ruin as their die has
the highest value
showing. Blue will
draw two Delver cards
in consolation, and
Yellow one, as they
each had dice on the
contested Ruin.

The Stones value
of the Ruin. This
shows the number
of Stones that
should be randomly
drawn from the bag
and placed on the
Ruin when it comes
into play.
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Ties During Claims
In the case of a tie when resolving a claim, the die with the higher
number of faces (the “bigger die”) wins.
If the tied dice are the same dice type (i.e. both six-sided dice), then
compare the second highest dice of each tied player, continuing to
compare “next highest dice” until the tie is broken.
If a player doesn’t have a second die on the Ruin (or third, fourth, etc)
then they are assumed to have a zero value for the tie breaker.
If there is an unbreakable tie (e.g. only two opposing six-sided dice
showing the same value), no one gets the Ruin Card (place it back into
the box) and all players draw a Delver Card for each die they had on
that Ruin.

In this example, the
red eight-sided die
showing a 4 beats
the blue six-sided die
showing a 4. Red’s
“bigger die” wins.

Here, Red and Blue are
both tied with 5’s on their
six-sided dice, so Blue’s
“bigger” eight-sided die
showing a 4 will beat Red’s
six-sided die, also showing
a 4, in the tiebreaker.
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An unbreakable tie.
The Ruin is removed
from the game and all
Players draw Delver
cards equal to the
number of dice they
had on the Ruin.

Building Wonders
Whenever a player rolls a 1, 2, or 3, they gain a Stone from their
declared Ruin (or the bag if no Stones remain on that Ruin) and must
immediately place it in their tableau connected to any previously
placed Stones. Players score points by using these Stones to build
Wonders: hexagonal rings of Stones with an empty space in the
center.
•

If the Stones used to make the Wonder are all the same color, fill
the empty space with a randomly selected Greater Wonder.

•

If the Stones contain more than one color of Stones, place a Lesser
Wonder in the empty space.

•

The Named Wonders in play may be placed instead of a Greater or
Lesser Wonder, but each require a specific collection of Stones to
be built.

Regardless of the Wonder built, Stones may be arranged in any order
in the hexagonal structure. Greater and Lesser Wonders should be
placed point value face down, viewable only by their owner.
Stones may be used in multiple Wonders, but once a Stone has been
placed, it may never be moved unless specified by some other card or
game effect.
In this example, the player has
previously built a Greater Wonder
using 6 black Stones. They’ve
added to two of the stones from the
Greater Wonder to build a Named
Wonder, and are now finishing a
third Wonder attached to the first
two. Because the third Wonder will
have multiple colors of Stones in
it, and not meet any formula for a
Named Wonder, the Player will have
to fill the empty space with a lesser
Wonder.
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Each Named Wonder token has a matching card
detailing its effects and construction requirements.
This card should be placed in the player’s play
area, and their instructions followed, once the
Wonder has been built.
For example: Tomb of the Last Age grants points
for each color of Stone you have at the end of the
game, and must be built within a ring consisting
of one black Stone, one red, one blue, one yellow,
and then two Stones that may be of any type.
Reading Construction Formulas: White Stone icons with
?’s indicate that any Stone may be used to satisfy that
part of the formula. Connected sets of white Stones without ?’s indicate unique sets of
colors that must be used in constructing the Wonder. For example:
This Wonder must be built within a ring built from 3
Stones of one color and 3 Stones of another color.

+
+

This Wonder must be built within a ring built from
2 Stones of one color, 2 Stones of a second color,
and 2 Stones of a third color.

+
+

?

+

?

+

?

This Wonder must be built within a ring of 3
yellow Stones and 3 additional Stones that may
be of any combination of colors.

Note that the location of Stones in a ring does not matter. The formula only
dictates type of stone, not position in the ring.

End of Age
After all of the Ruins Cards have been flipped up and placed in the
center of the table, there is one card left in the Ruins Deck: the End of
Age Card placed there at the beginning of the game.
Reveal the End of Age Card the same way you would reveal the next
Ruin, and do what it says. If it is a new Ruin, place Stones on the Ruin
as you normally would. If it is an Event, follow the instructions on the
card. The game continues until all Ruins on the table (including those
placed during the End of Age) have been been claimed.
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Winning the Game
When the last Ruin has been claimed, the game ends and points are
scored as follows:
1. Players reveal their hidden Ruins Card and score points for each
set of matching Ruins Cards they have, as shown below.
2. Players score an additional 5 points for collecting a set of one of
each of the 5 colors of Ruins. This may be scored multiple times for
multiple sets, and Ruins may be scored both within their type, and
within a set of mixed types.
3. Players score points for their Lesser, Greater, and (some) Named
Wonders (as indicated on those cards or tokens).
4. Players score an additional 5 points for building three or more
Wonders (irrespective of type).
Whoever has the most points wins.

One of any Two of the
same color
color
6 points
2 points

7
points

1 of each color Ruin
+5 points

Four of the
same color
20 points

Three of the
same color
12 points

2
points

+

3 or more Wonders
of any type built
+5 points
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Five of the
same color
30 points

A Tied Game
In the case of a tie in points, the player with the most Ruins of
the highest claim value wins. For example:
•

Red has Ruins with Claim values of 17, 15, 9, 9, 9, 9.

•

Blue has Ruins with Claim values of 17, 13, 13, 13

•

Green has Ruins with Claim values of 17, 15, 15

All Players are tied for the number of 17 value Ruins. Green therefore wins because she has the most 15 value Ruins.

FAQ
What do I do if I have no dice to roll? If all of your dice are
already on Ruins Cards and it is your turn, you must choose one
of your dice currently on a Ruin and roll it on any Ruin (including
the one it was just removed from).
Do I have to finish one of my Stone rings before starting a new
one? No, you do not. You do need to make sure that all rings are
attached, and each ring has space for a Wonder to be placed
within it in the future.
I was forced to reroll one of my dice. If I roll a 1, 2 or 3 on a
reroll, do I get another Stone? Yes! Anytime a die is rerolled and
rolls a 1, 2, or 3, the die’s owner gets another Stone, either off
of the Ruin that die is on, or out of the bag if that Ruin is out of
Stones. Changing a die to a 1, 2, or 3 with a modifier card does
not result in a gained Stone.
What do we do if we run out of Stones? While this is rare, once
all Stones have been depleted, they are gone and rolls of 1, 2, or
3 will not result in a gained Stone.
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I just played Ancient Map and Reading the Stones before my
roll. Do I get to keep the modifier to the die even if I choose to
reroll it? You do not. Reading the Stones (and other modifiers)
only applies to your first Excavation roll, not subsequent rerolls.
If I play Lost in the Ruins and Restoration in the same turn, what
order do they resolve in? They resolve in whatever order you
choose to play them in. Delver card effects are instantaneous.
If I play Reading the Stones at the same time I play Lost in the
Ruins, which roll does the +1/-1 modifier apply to: the reroll, or
my Excavation roll for the turn? Unless it specifically states that
it only applies to Excavation rolls, a Delver card may be used to
modify Excavation rolls or rerolls during the Delver Phase. So if
you play Reading the Stones before you play Lost in the Ruins,
the +1/-1 would apply to the reroll granted by Lost in the Ruins. If
you played Lost in the Ruins first, you would perform your reroll,
unmodified, then be able to modify your Excavation Phase roll for
the turn.
The Gathering event is in play, reducing my die rolls by 1, and
I play Ancestral Claim to give my next D6 +2. If I roll a 1 on the
die, how is the result calculated? When an event and a Delver
card are both modifing a die result, the player whose turn it is
may decide in which order they are applied (even if they’re
forcing someone else to reroll).
Could I use the same die twice when playing Band of Delvers?
Yes, if your first roll results in a claimed Ruin, you could reuse that
same die after everyone has collected their dice from that first
Ruin.
If I use Ancient Map on my Excavation roll and roll low both
times, do I get 2 Stones? No, with Ancient Map, only one of those
rolls is counted.
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I’m still confused about the Named Wonders formulas. Can you
help me out? Certainly. Here are some more examples of how
you’d read the formulas:
This Wonder must be built within a ring built from 3
Stones of one color and 3 Stones of another color.

+
+

This Wonder must be built within a ring built from
2 Stones of one color, 2 Stones of a second color,
and 2 Stones of a third color.

+
+

?

+

?

?

+

This Wonder must be built within a ring of 3
blue Stones and 3 additional Stones that may
be of any combination of colors.

This Wonder must be built within a ring built from 6
Stones, all of the same color.

?

?

?

?

?

?

This Wonder must be built within a ring of 4
red Stones and 2 additional Stones that may
be of any combination of colors.

+ ? + ?

?

This Wonder may be built using any
combination of Stones.

?

This Wonder must be built using 1 black,
1 red, 1 blue, and 1 yellow Stone, plus 2
Stones that may be of any combination of
colors.
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